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AZ Holding, is an indipendet Full Credit 
Servicer,  which operates in NPL manage-
ment on all asset class (corporate, unsecu-
red e real estate) coordinating the collection 
channels maximizing infoproviding acrivity.

Clients are the major national financial isti-
tutions, international founds, utilities com-
panies and servicers. We are also active in 
the anti-fraud insurance market, intelligence 
market, secutiry and heritage protection.

WE



A-Zera s.r.l. has been established in 1974 in 
Naples by Antonino Restiono, who is cur-
rently the major shareholder of the Group.
The company developed in the years thanks 
to investigation and infoproviding business.

AZ Holding became a pioner in Fintech NPL 
sector, with a vision who anticipated the 
market expanding the activities in various 
asset class and becaming a full credit ser-
vicer.
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AZ Holding is an all-round maker of infor-
mation. The decades of experience in the 
field and the direct supervision of the infor-
mation network, the aptitude for problem 
solving along with broad knowledge of all 
processes related to the world of credit, to-
gether with sources of investment in tech-

nology platforms allow the group to offer a 
unique and flexible service for its customers. 
Commercial information within the world of 
credit in massive volumes is the specializa-
tion for 40 years. In our team craftsman ship, 
excellence and digitality have found a ba-
lance which is possible and feasible even in 
the world of services in support of credit.
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Infoproviding and anti-fraud in insurance

Intelligence

Stewarding and events security

Collection

Welcome service and security 
technology

GROUP STRUCTURE

“The pleasure of being able to choose is the philosophy that distingui-
shes us in our relationship with our customers sharing their success 
and results which we together can get through the use of experience, 
flexi bility and organization”.



OUR OFFICES



Paid-in share capital amounts to 9.600.00 euro. In 
2014 revenue reached almost 8 mln euro. AZ Holding 
has more than 200 staff members including mana-
gers, consultants, experts and employees. 

Thanks to the know-how, technology and specific 
skills dedicated to the creation of flexible processes 
and solutions, AZ Holding has grown exponentially in 
the last three years.
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The AZ Holding data base incorporates 
hundreds of thousands of information and 
grows exponentially.  New business areas in-
terface with the world of big data. 

We use the most updated technologies to 
design new custom services the biggest na-
tional insurance companies.

BIG DATA



On May 7 2014 AZ Holding has become part 
of the prestigious Elite Group of the Italian 
Stock Exchange. 

The program in which AZ Holding alongside 
with the best Italian companies will be ac-
companied in a path of growth, change and 
leadership.

ELITE
GROUP



AZ Holding fully enters the group of 197 
Italian excellent companies admitted to the 
ELITE Group, with a common growth orien-
tation. Starting from the beginning AZ Hol-

ding commitment has focused on organi-
zational and governance improvements to 
support the Group growth and reputation.

I T A L I A N 
STOCK 
EXCHANGE



OPERATIONS
HR

BUSINESS AREA

60
INFOPROVIDING
UNIT

10
TEAM LEADERS

8
BACK OFFICE

4
ANALYSTS

110
PHONE COLLECTORS

30
HOME COLLECTORS

5
LEGAL TEAM

30
FIELD AGENTS

1
COLLECTION MANAGER

3
ASSET MANAGERS

UNSECURED CORPORATE REAL ESTATE



WE ARE

FAST
FLEXIBLE
RESPONSIVNESS
CREATIVE



PRODUCTS



An exclusive and innovative service, born as a respon-
se to the request of continuous increase in performan-
ce of the portfolios. Objective: our promise is to return
new debtors, doubling the chances of credit recovery.
AZ is a pioneer of innovative services for the benefit 
of customers.

A revolutionary method for dramatically decreasing co-
sts through the possibility of massive management
of receivables due from debtors deceased in the NPL 
portfolios. The revolutionary system for the sector al-
lows to find the heirs acceptors, thus allowing subse-
quent processing, tracing and profiling of income, which 
are preliminary to debt collection activity.

TOP PERFORMANCE
PARADISE

COLLECTION

ADVANTAGES

NEW



Fast track is innovation in the infoproviding business: 
a whole portafolio of  high quality products, releaseble 
in few hours even on big volumes of information. The 
objective is to obtain reliability information on future 
clients. We have invested in top managment software, 
we designed brand new processes, we also enforced 
our team with new professionals who have made all 
this possibile. AZ Holding is able to offer a unique ser-
vice unmatched by competitors.  

FAST 
TRACK



These products are a check service to be used massi-
vely for fast screening of the client during his acquisi-
tion (dedicated to indivuals or companies). The score 
reliability is displayed with two possible outcomes, po-
sitive or negative, the result is made thanks an algori-
thm owned by AZ Holding whose calculation variables 
are established standards for the Group and is also 
possible to customize the calculation on needs bases.

Provide added value for our clients thanks to the mix 
of official information and investigated information, 
enhanced by the financial analysis that is completing 
the assessments. Provide credit or services to create 
business relationships without any reliability informa-
tion on future clients, is a risk that we recommend to 
our clients to avoid.  Thanks to our products the credit 
risk can be really avoid.

  SCORE & RATING 
ME / SME

ADVANTAGES

COLLECTION
NEW



SME Plus, dedicated to individual companies,  is a 
service to  assess the possibility of recovery of cre-
dit against a company . The service combines offi-
cial data with information  of chamber of commerce, 
a mix of investigated information and public ones to 
verify the actual company business  operation. Also 
provides guidance on assets  and proprities related 
to the company. SME Plus, dedicated to corporations 
and companies, is a service to assess the possibility of  
credit recovery of a company and his principal sha-
reholder, responsible with this personal heritage to the 
company. This service combines  also official data with 
information of chamber of commerce, a mix of investi-
gated information and public ones to verify the actual 
company business operation. We are also able to pro-
vide information on negative events and on the assets 
avalilability of the company and the shareholder.

The service is able to indicate and enforce the col-
lecting strategy in order to reach a better performan-
ce on credit recovery.

PRODUCTS TO MANAGE 
NPL SME PLUS 
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